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Abstract—Gamification has been widely applied on modern education. 

Most of them are used to stimulate learning motivation and improve learning 

efficiency for students. A successful game-based learning content depends on 

both an adaptive educational activity planning and a high-quality game design. 

In educational activity planning, the 5E learning cycle model presents a frame-

work for constructive learning theories and is effectively used in education sci-

ences. Thus, in this study, a proposed collaborative educational gamification au-

thoring system, CeGAS, is recommended to teachers to realize their game-

based learning/teaching planning activities based on the 5E learning cycle mod-

el. Using the CeGAS, rich experienced teachers could easily plan and conduct 

their educational activities without considering the complexity and difficulty of 

game implementation. As each experienced teacher follows the steps of the 5E 

learning cycle in the proposed script editing system, including engagement, ex-

ploration, explanation, elaboration, and evaluation, an available and exclusive 

game-based learning content with the 5E learning strategy will be developed. 

We are looking forward to achieving the goals of educational gamification with 

the educational game authoring system. 

Keywords—authoring system, game-based learning system, education gamifi-

cation 

1 Introduction 

Research have shown that the game-based learning and educational gamification 

have the potential to improve learning motivation and engagement and becomes one 

of important research domains. Some of them also reveal that digital games will be 

essential future teaching tools [2,4,5]. Therefore, developing useful digital learning 

games is worthy of investment. And, how to reduce the efforts of developing digital 

educational games is one of the important topics on game-based learning design 

[7,8,15]. 

Successful education, besides rich experienced educators, also requires high-

quality learning contents and creative teaching planning. These requirements depend 

on rich experienced educators. How to integrate learning objectives and game mis-

sions is one of the most important issues in educational gamification to motivate stu-
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dents to continue studying. Additionally, it is another important topic that how to 

share and save the successful lesson plans of experienced teachers on the modern 

educational authoring system. 

In this paper, we focus on the implementation and design of user-friendly educa-

tional game authoring system. The educational game authoring system based on the 

5E learning cycle supports educators to easily edit educational game with storytelling. 

In Section 2, it describes the relative works, including 5E pedagogical model, game 

design considerations and relative authoring tools. In Section 3, it describes the sys-

tem design and shows an example of playing educational game. In Section 4, it illus-

trates the contributions of the work and the experience questionnaire results.  

2 Related works 

2.1 5E learning cycle 

The 5E learning cycle was attributed to the Biological Sciences Curriculum Study 

(BSCS) which began adopting the instructional model in most of its programs in the 

late 1980s. Thus, that model is commonly referred to as the BSCS 5E instructional 

model. The 5E instructional model defines a learning sequence and presents a frame-

work for constructive learning theories. It consists of the five phases: engagement, 

exploration, explanation, elaboration, and evaluation. Each phase has a specific func-

tion and contributes to the teacher’s coherent instruction and the students’ formulating 

a better understanding of scientific and technological knowledge, attitudes, and skills. 

The summary of the five learning phases of the instructional model is described as 

the followings [1]: 

• Engagement: These experiences mentally engage students with an event or ques-

tion. Engagement activities helps students to make connections with what they 

know and can do. The goal is to spark students’ interest and involvement.  

• Exploration: In this phase, students to work with materials that give them a hands-

on experience of the phenomena being observed. Under the guidance of the teacher 

or exploration activities, students experience a common set of experiences that 

helps them clarify their own understanding of major concepts and skills.  

• Explanation: Students are asked to explain their understanding of the concepts and 

processes they are learning. And teachers help students clarify their understanding 

and introduce information related to the concepts to be learned.  

• Elaboration: These elaboration activities challenge students to apply what they 

have learned and extend their knowledge and skills. During the elaboration phase, 

teachers encourage students to use what they have learned to explain a new event 

or idea and ask questions to help students draw reasonable conclusions using evi-

dence and data from previous experiences. 

• Evaluation: To find and measure whether learning objectives have been met and 

misconceptions avoided or not, evaluation should be on-going at all learning phas-

es. Evaluation activities also allow teachers to evaluate students’ progress toward 
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achieving the educational objectives and induce students to assess their own 

knowledge, skills, and abilities. 

2.2 Design flow in games 

 

Fig. 1. Flow Channel Wave (from "The Art of Game Design" book by Jesse Schell) 

To maintain a person’s Flow experience, the activity needs to reach a balance be-

tween the challenges of the activity and the abilities of the participants [9]. A good 

game mechanism must ensure that the player runs smoothly in the virtual game world 

and can promote the player to toward to the designer's goal. Therefore, the design of 

the activity needs to keep a balance between the difficulty of the task and the abilities 

of the players to avoid players from getting stuck in anxious or bored state. Game 

mission is the core of game design, so all of design factors should be based on this. 

Above all, game designers should consider what kind of experience are provided to 

players. Diversified game types with different game mechanics can attract more peo-

ple to participate. However, when the learner uses the game-based learning system, 

which one the focus on proficient game tasks or learning objectives will affect the 

learner’s immersed state [10]. 

2.3 Game authoring environment 

It is one of the most important educational gamification issues that how to combine 

the education and the game in the activities. Many reports present which game ele-

ments are suitable for educational gamification to increase user engagement in game-

based learning activities, including points, level, badges, leader board, and timers 

[13,15]. An educational game authoring tools are required to associate game missions 

with learning objectives. The player/learner is asked to accomplish learning missions 

to achieve game objectives. Generally, the objectives of the game are collaboratively 

negotiated by the teacher and the game designer to provide a list of educational ele-

ments, including fun, interactivity, problem-solving ability, user engagement or moti-

vation and creativity, etc. [10].  
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SeGAE [11], Serious Game Authoring Environment, provides instructors a set of 

editors to define character characteristics, mission objectives, defeat and/or victory 

conditions and the authorized actions in each game mission. It mainly contains 4 

different editors, including Character editor, temporal scenario editor, message and 

dialogue editor, and Game internationalization. The description of the adaptable game 

objects (characters, missions, etc.) are saved in the XML files. SeGAE generates the 

game missions corresponding to the instructor specifications and provides the teacher 

with the environment to possibly plan a serious game adapted to his pedagogical ob-

jectives. 

 

Fig. 2. Serious game Framework of SeGAE [11]. 

3 CeGAS system design 

The CeGAS, the proposed collaborative educational game authoring system, is 

mainly used to achieve the game-based learning planning, which would reduce the 

difficulties, costs, efforts and time of game development. Related systematic princi-

ples of serious games and are also discussed in [14]. Through the collaboration and 

resource sharing, educators can fulfil their expectations of joyful learning and learn-

ing resources reuse. There are 5 collaborated roles in the CeGAS: Teachers, Students, 

Editors, Game Asset Designers, and Game Masters, as shown in Figure 3. The over-

view and game design methods of the CeGAS are described below. 
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Fig. 3. System Overview of the CeGAS. 

3.1 The three-layered educational games design 

The CeGAS is to provide a consistent way of editing educational game scripts. A 

three-layer educational game editing design mode is proposed to establish a link be-

tween Learning Activities and Game Activities, as shown in Figure 4. Between learn-

ing activities and game activities, script editors achieve the goal of game-based learn-

ing with story scripting, material developing, and game designing. In material devel-

oping, it focuses on the combination with learning units and pedagogy.  

 

Fig. 4. The Concept of Three-Layered Scripting for Collaborative Educational Games Design. 

To fulfil the game-based learning activities, it needs 5 collaborated roles, including 

teachers, learners, educational game script editors, smart game object (SGO) design-

ers, and course manager/game master, as shown in Figure 5. Especially educational 

game script editors, they would have rich experiences on teaching practice and like to 

play as storytellers. by the NPCs in an educational game, the points of learning con-

tents are elaborated to learners/students. 
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The learning gamification script editing module facilitated their learning material 

scripting for educational game script editors, as shown in Figure 6. The experiential 

learning strategy based on the 5E learning cycle has been implemented in the pro-

posed game editing system. 

Game-based 

Learning System 

(CeGAS)

Learning 

Activities

Learning 

Materials

Game-based 

learning Script 

Editor

Smart game 

object Designers
LearnersTeachers

Course 

Manager / Game 

master

 

Fig. 5. Five Roles in the CeGAS Game-based Learning System. 
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Fig. 6. Educational Game Script Editing Module with the 5E Learning Cycle. 

1. Smart assets designers mainly design game objects conforming to the design prin-

ciple of smart object of the editing system. The smart game objects are utilized as 

game script materials by the game-based learning script editor. 

2. Educational game script editor is a scenario writer who is a storyteller and design 

the learning gamification activities based on the 5E learning cycle. 

3. Additionally, teachers, learners, and game master/course manager are the main 

core roles in learning activities executions. However, For the space limitation and 

the focus on the design of the game-based learning editing system in the report, we 

omit these roles’ missions and permissions. 
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For each stage of the 5E learning model, the game-based learning script editors fol-

low the game-based learning scenario to describe and to achieve the learning goals. 

The integration between game design and learning strategies mostly depends on the 

coordination of the experienced educators and scenario writers. The scenario writer 

could create characters according to the story plot. The CeGAS can describe the 

whole story and the learning objectives by the non-player character, NPC, deploy-

ment.  

Combining storytelling with educational gamification, two kinds of NPCs are as-

signed with different missions in the CeGAS system. The one of NPCs plays as a 

storyteller who mainly tell the players the whole story along with the game levels; 

The other works as a level tutor who guides the player how to obtain the relevant 

knowledge and skills in this level. 

3.2 Flow in game design 

In the game design, it should serve players a much better game experience and 

keep them engaged in the game flow as shown in Figure 7. In this project, a third 

person fighting game is taken as a typical game. The difficulty of game level will 

increase along with the higher stages in the 5E cycle. In addition, the rewarding to the 

achievement of the players is adopted. For example, in the fighting game-playing, to 

increase defensive power, to recovery health, and to add the weapon will help a player 

be brave to face difficulties with less anxiety. To avoid the low sense of accomplish-

ment in challenging the level of game, the reward content needs to be adaptable to the 

skills and difficulties of game levels [5]. 

 

Fig. 7. The Flow Design in Game. 

Currently, a third person fighting game is proposed as one of game types in the 

CeGAS system. But, in the framework of the CeGAS system, it may be practicable to 

extend other different types of games. 
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3.3 Smart asset editing 

An efficient educational material editing tools always provides editors with many 

types of assets for story scripting. In addition to native types of game objects, as 

sounds, icons, videos, pictures, it provides smart game objects, SGO, in the CeGAS 

system.  

Smart assets are the collection of encapsulated game objects and are created and 

uploaded by asset designers. Smart assets are not only used to provide players with 

learning items, but also are used as the interface with the educational game learning 

system, as shown in Figure 8. There are many types of game objects in smart assets, 

including encapsulated scenes, encapsulated characters, smart NPCs, etc. Besides, 

these assets can be also packaged according to different stories for convenient retriev-

als of script editors and can effectively reduce the burden of educational script edit-

ing. 

 

Fig. 8. Interactions of Smart Game Objects with CeCAS Game-based Learning System. 

These pre-built SGOs are dynamically downloaded from the cloud database on the 

game script demands into the game-based learning system for the players. In the Ce-

GAS implementation, an AssetBundle method [12] is used to the SGO creation. An 

Asset Bundle mechanism allows automatic updates and be reused. When new educa-

tional game scripts and SGOs are published respectively by script editors and asset 

designers, the last updated content could automatically be suggested to players and 

script editors without any application updates. 
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3.4 Learning game authoring using CeCAS 

Teachers are responsible for planning learning activities for different learning 

units. In the proposed CeCAS system, a teacher follows the 5E learning cycle strategy 

to plan their game-based learning sequences and design game levels in each stage 

according to the learning units. A case of learning game authoring by the CeCAS is 

presented as shown in Figure 9. 

 

(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

(e) 
 

(f) 

Fig. 9. (a)The settings of game level with the 5E learning cycle. (b)Choosing a scene from 

smart assets. (c) Selecting characters for each scene from assets. (d) Editing the narra-

tions of NPCs. (e) Editing test items for each game level. (f) Setting test items in each 

game scene. 
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3.5 A case of educational game playing 

In the CeGAS system, students could find out these game-based learning materials 

while teachers finished their game-based learning scripts. The detailed operations of 

game-playing are shown in Figure 10. 

(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 

(g) (h) 

Fig. 10. (a) To login the CeCAS game-based learning system. (b) To choose a learning subject. 

(c) To choose one of the 5E learning stages. (d) To enter the learning level. (e) To play 

the game. (f) To answer the question of NPCs. (g) To complete the level. (h) To record 

the learning result. 
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4 Conclusion 

Successful education requires high-quality learning contents and creative teaching 

planning. These requires expertise and skills from experienced educators who ever 

designed and developed the challenging and realistic cases in different domains. 

About the proposed educational game script editing system, it mainly aims to provide 

an efficient and user-friendly way of editing educational game scrip for teachers, 

including game script editor, scenario writer, asset designer and learning activity 

planner, a collaborative platform to design learning materials based on the 5E learning 

cycle model. The proposed educational game authoring system contributes as below: 

1. To integrate Unity 3D game engine and network database technology to fulfil an 

interactive and collaborative 3D game editor based on the 5E learning cycle. 

2. Easier to plan game-based learning themes that conform to the 5E learning strategy 

and achieve the gamification of learning contents. 

3. Easier to share teaching plans, to share learning resource, and to accumulate and 

inherit teaching experience. 

The prototype of the educational game authoring system is implemented. Current-

ly, MS Windows version and Android version are available. The questionnaire is 

carried out for system usability. A total of 96 first-year students from University of 

Technology participated in the questionnaire of this game-based learning system after 

experienced. The result shows that 83% of students think educational games are fun 

and 87% of students are willing to use the learning system. It is expected to accumu-

late and share the practical teaching experiences and successful education gamifica-

tion plans of rich experienced educators using the educational gamification authoring 

system. 
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